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REVOLUTION LANSCAPE PROJECTS, SAN DIEGO 2010-2011, Construction Team & Landscape Designer for numerous lawn rehabilitations



BIGELOW + O’SHAUGHNESSY FRONT YARD, LA MESA, 2010.  First project acting as freelance landscape designer



0 0.5 10.25 Miles¯ in Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve Extension
California State Parks

'Del Mar Manzanita' Census 2011

Purpose 
& Backround

Prepared By: Daniel M. Tran dtran00@gmail.com
Sources: Darren Smith, State of CA Dept. of Parks & Rec
Projection(s): NAD_1983_StatePlane_California_VI_FIPS_0406_ft
Date: 03/17/2011

This project responds to the question: 
How does the geography of Torrey Pines State Reserve 
affect the growth distribution of 'Del Mar Manzanita' 
Arctostaphylos glandulosa crassifolia?  This project 
analyzes particular geographical attributes and their
influence on the plants' census which my project team 
and I physically mapped onsite using a Thales Mobile 
Mapper running ArcPad. 
In conducting this analysis, State of California 
Department of Parks & Recreation authorities and 
other organizations will be better enabled to determine
 the current state and future of this particular rare plant.  
This analysis will also be a key factor in determining 
whether or not this rare plant receive endangered 
species status. 
This project was in part encouraged and inspired by a
similar recent study entitled "A spatially explicit census 
reveals population structure and recruitment patterns for
a narrowly endemic pine, Pinus torreyana" -Janet Franklin 
+ Elizabeth V. Santos from Plant Ecology An International 
Journal Volume 212 Number 2 February 2011.  Given that
the 'Del mar Manzanita' and 'Torrey Pine' are neighbors it's 
fitting that a similar census be conducted.  

Data Preparation 
& Process
The majority of data collection was conducted
 while hiking onsite.  Myself and 2-4 other volunteers 
hiked the TP Reserve Extension; identifying Del Mar 
Manzanitas amidst other plant life and marking their 
quantities and locations throughout the landscape.  
These hikes started at the beginning of the semester 
and we concluded the Extension area just last week 
03/11/2011.  
We collected our new data in two shape files: a point
 feature for individual plant locations and a polygon
 feature for larger/denser clusters of plants that were 
defined by the plant locations along their outer 
perimeter.  We imported our other geographic base 
layers from the State of California Parks and Recreation 
Server which we were fortunate enough to have 
access to from the local branch office.  We clipped the 
majority of State layers to the boundary of the Reserve.  
Then we integrated the State data into the feature
classes of the plant locations; giving them additional 
attributes at an individual level.  Specifically, we added
two new field attributes to the plant point feature class: 
Soil Type and Vegetation Class.  

VEGETATION CLASS
Urban (No Plants)

Non-Native (No Plants)

SM Chaparral - Herb (No Plants)

TP Forest (No Plants)

SM Chaparral - Sub-shrub (3 pts / 9 plants)

TP / SM Chaparral (9 pts/ 24 plants)

TP Woodland (18 pts / 51 plants)

Bare Ground (44 pts / 166 plants)

SM Chaparral - Shrub (54 pts / 196 plants)

PLANTS
1 - 2

3 - 4

5 - 7

8 - 10

11 - 15

Clusters

SOIL TYPES
Carlsbad gravelly loamy sand, 5 to 9 percent slopes (no plants)

Corralitos loamy sand, 9 to 15 percent slopes (5 pts / 48 plants)

Loamy alluvial land-Huerhuero complex, 9 to 50 percent slopes, sever (58 pts / 167 plants)

Terrace escarpments (65 pts/ 231 plants)
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11 - 15

Clusters
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POINT TOTAL:       134 points/          474
CLUSTER TOTAL:   20 polygons/    2946
TOTAL PLANTS:                               3420

Analysis Methods 
& Data Issues

With the attribute fields applied ti the plat feature classes, 
we were then able to rank soil type and vegetation class 
suitability based on the number of plant locations that 
were within each specific soil type zone or vegetation 
class zone.  We modified thesoil and vegetation symbology 
& sequence to reflect the quantity of 'Del Mar Manzanita' 
they contained: the darker the tones, the greater the quantity.
One of the issues we came across with this procedure is 
that we didn't realize that we had mapped several plants just 
beyond the boundary of the reserve.  Hence, the plant 
point/polygons float in space and aren't able to reference 
a soil type or a vegetation zone.  This will have to be edited 
in the future with a buffer around the park boundaries and 
reclipping the soil type and vegetation class map to the new 
extents of the buffer.

Results
& Conclusions

Some of the results thus far indicate that 'Del Mar 
Manzanita' appear to favor in the 'Terrace Escapement' 
Soil Type as well as the 'SM Chaparral Herb Vegetation 
Zone.  It would make sense to normalize the data next
by area and generate density maps based on class and 
soil type.  It would also be worthwhile to focus more on
 the plant cluster polygon feature class.  Our field 
mapping should follow specific parameters / ranges for
plant clusters.  In this map some of the polygons are too 
small to be discernible on the map.  Meanwhile some 
polygons are far too large and cover up too much base 
data.  
I hope to rectify this in my GISG 114 Spatial Database 
course where I can introduce a geodatabase that will 
include domains and sub-types that can enforce these 
new parameters; making our polygon data more useful.   
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STOVALL VILLA, LOS ANGELES 2012, John Mutlow FAIA Architects Design Team,  Multi-family Housing Award - 42nd Annual Los Angeles Architectural Awards 2012



GIS MAPPING OF CTCAC PROJECT PORTFOLIO, SACRAMENTO CA, 2013




